
Chapter V

Just slighty abridged

The Son

eonard could care less about whether the guys were confused about it; he wasn’t missing class. He

didn’t have to explain shit to them. They all suddenly seemed like a bunch of assholes.

“You said your father wasn’t going to that class today, Lenny,” Bertrand growled.

“I don’t show up for class just because my father’s taking it,” Leonard snapped.

“‘Taking the class.’ What the fuck are you talking about?” Bertrand hollered. Cary and Anil were hanging

by his side and looking just as confrontational.

“You’re punking out on a Phaeton maneuver match. That’s, like, traitorous,” Cary said.
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Leonard went silent but held his ground. The guys laughed, they teased; they cajoled; they didn’t “get”

that Leonard was serious. He did not want to play. He did not want to miss the lost codes and keys class. It

was the only class he ever took that he liked and did well in and that made him feel as if he weren’t

doomed.

“C’mon!” they insisted.

Leonard was well aware of why they were pressuring him. His participation in the match was vital. He

had the key to the Phaeton maneuver. He always won. In doing so, he kept everyone else well-entertained and

mostly out of harm’s way.

In another era—years ago when the rite was treated as a professional sport—Leonard would’ve been a

Phaeton maneuver pro-athlete. That would’ve been his calling. He would’ve been rich and famous and retired

by the age of 32, with a sprawling estate populated by beautiful, nymphomaniacal consorts. That was never to

be, though. If it were ever learned that Leonard was involved in this pursuit, his father would definitely kill him

and probably have to kill himself afterward because his political career would be blasted and the whole family

plunged into disgrace.

The Phaeton maneuver entailed the conjuration by two or more teams of an explosive, luminous orb.

The orb was meant to represent the sun. Thus, it was called the helios, after the father of Phaeton, who was

a character of early Greek myth.
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Phaeton was permitted by his father, the sun-god Helios, to drive the sun-chariot across the sky.

Phaeton, however, proved not strong enough to control the solar steed-drawn chariot and veered all over

place.

He veered up and away from the sun’s trajectory, causing the Earth to freeze. Then he dipped until the

chariot was so close to Earth that the sun scorched great swathes of its surface. Back and forth, here and

there, all over the place, wrecking havoc with the seasons, the tides, and terrain.

Just as the boy totally lost control of the chariot and was about to smash, with the sun in tow, into

the Earth, Zeus, the king of the gods, hurled a lightning bolt at Phaeton. The boy was mortally wounded, but

the act saved Earth from destruction.

The morning star that fades as it is overcome by day—that was Phaeton now. He was just a boy who

wanted his father’s admiration and whose father was overindulgent instead—a combination that led to ruin.

After conjuring the helios, participants in the Phaeton maneuver would take turns playing chicken to see

who could come closest and remain the longest near the suspended orb. Levitation and aerial stunts were two

of the magical powers used. The boys relished showing each other their abilities. The ultimate goal, although

amateur matches rarely achieved it, was to dissolve the helios before combustion occurred.

Players usually met at high noon in a remote field where their goings-on would go unnoticed. In the old

days, however, when the Phaeton maneuver was a spectator sport, the matches were held at night in huge

outdoor arenas. The volatile temperature shifts and flares of the helios would be the stuff of dramatic light

shows. Leonard knew this because black-and-white television footage of professional matches existed. It was
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considered to be “sensitive material” and, with the exception of brief clips in documentaries, not allowed to be

aired; but on his eighth birthday, Leonard had been treated to a holographic show of a match. His father was

more doting then, and his mother was still around.

When Leonard played the Phaeton maneuver, he displayed keen control in noticing the tell-tale changes

of the helios. It was just like when a person watches the sliding iridescent skin of a soap bubble turn from

violet to blue-green to red and gold to black before turning gray and void before it bursts.

It wasn’t a trick. It was a meditation. Perhaps in some murky past in the inner circle of a little known sorcerer,

the Phaeton maneuver was a profound contemplative exercise. Perhaps its code was to sharpen perception

and concentration and maintain one’s wits in the face of death.

Leonard thought he was good at the game because he could identify with Phaeton’s father-issues.

Leonard was Phaeton: a young man who had miserably failed to prove himself to his prestigious father and

whose father would not let him find his own rightful place where he could shine.

Two considerations had sobered Leonard about participation in the matches. One was Hans Whiting’s

death-by-misadventure, which caused a political stir that landed on Leonard’s father’s desk. The other was the

serious danger of the game, which was becoming more apparent to Leonard the more he matured and the

more he observed Phaeton maneuver dynamics.

To up the ante, some of his buddies and their opposing team mates were showing up high for matches

and cavorting like Viking berserkers. Leonard could be as reckless and as big a stoner as the next guy, but it

was no good being two sheets to the wind while playing chicken with an incendiary device. Leonard began to
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understand what his father meant when he griped about the glut of mindless diversions in which magical

persons disarmed themselves. Leonard’s father said that giving in to such diversions was a waste of magic.

“They complain that they don’t want to be controlled, but they deserve to be if they’re going to make

themselves as dense and vulnerable as Commons,” he would argue. Then he would threaten to figure a way

to migrate out of that social morass and into the Deep Inner Planes. This kind of talk always angered Leonard

because a person of his father’s ilk would have eons of incarnations left before he could ever hope to

transcend to a deeper plane of existence. But that was all stupid, fluffy “religious” stuff anyway. Leonard was

sure that his dad did not believe in reincarnation or the existence of a “Deeper Inner Plane.” What his father

was really saying, Leonard suspected, was that he hated everyone and everything—most especially Leonard—

and that he wished he could ditch it all and live in a vacuum of bliss and perfection—as if he actually

deserved it.

“Lenny’s got a hard-on for the folkie maga,” Cary hollered and squawked with Anil and Bertrand: “MAGA-

maga, MAGA-maga!” (That’s what they had been calling the professor.) They had taken to mimicking how she

drunkenly tottered and limped, arms laden with bags and books, through the second floor corridor almost

every day. “MAGA-maga, MAGA-maga!” They squawked and leaped in circles around Leonard while flailing

their arms like a flock of raptosaurs.

Anil punched the butt of his hand hard into Leonard’s shoulder. “Maybe she’ll give you the Pyr Sacra

empowerment,” he said. The youth shuddered spastically and howled like a porn actress faking an orgasm.

“Fuck you,” Leonard responded.
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It was getting about time for Leonard to draw his wand. He regretted having met the guys in the

courtyard behind the Sigils Archive. It was a secluded and overgrown section of the campus pavilion. It made

a great hangout and was a secret-enough place to get high and create lewd thought-forms and all that—but

things had gotten out-of-hand that early afternoon. All because Leonard wanted to go to a class instead of—

literally and figuratively speaking—play with fire.

“You’re a waste,” Bertrand finally said. “Get outta’ here. Maybe La Maga-maga will make you her boy-

consort. What do magi call their sex toys?”

“Syzygies,” Anil said, which was a term used, not in magianism, but Valentinian Gnosticism. It was not

that Anil knew a whit about Gnosticism—or magianism for that matter, but he had heard the word syzygy

somewhere and liked the sound of it. It referred to complementary masculine and feminine energies that made

up Existence.

“Yeah. Maybe she’ll make you her own little syzygy,” Bertrand ranted. “Maybe she’ll teach you all that

Tantric stuff she learned in the Mysticus. Won’t that be special.”

Leonard’s “friends” continued to bait and insult him as he retreated. He wished he could disincorporate

them all, Conus magus style. That would show them. He was pretty sure he could do it even. As he seethed

on the wish, one of the three other youths lodged a magical attack on him.

A partial faint seized Leonard. He went breathless as if the wind had been punched from his lungs.

Vertigo. His stomach scrunched up into his throat as if threatening to turn inside out. Colored clouds blinded

his eyes as his blood pressure plummeted, but he did not black out. No. He absorbed the impact. He slumped
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and teetered, clinging to the thought that a grown sorcerer would not falter. He might fall back a little,

stumble perhaps. Leonard was sure that his father would remain unmoved no matter how badly hit.

Leonard fell. He felt his hands clutch the lawn. The cool grass. The smell of grass. The guys were

laughing riotously and insisting that all would be forgiven if Leonard would just come to the match.

Having gotten his bearings, Leonard stood up and zapped all three of his former friends with a spell that

knocked them out—not permanently, just for about a half-minute. It was the only serious spell Leonard knew.

He had stumbled upon it by accident and had only used it on animals. Having lodged the spell against his

friends, Leonard watched them all turn white and collapse.

“Hey! HEY!” voices hollered in alarm as Professors Lossius and Domingo translocated from somewhere

within the upper story of the sigils building to the site of the assault. Their staffs were poised in menacing

stances. They cornered Leonard and the other boys, who were reviving. Two school staff-bearers also instantly

appeared. Now Leonard was in for it. Now his day—and the rest of his life—would be a total hell. Staff-bearers

pointing their weapons at the son of the Consul of the North Atlantic Sovereignty! Holy crap.

Leonard was tempted to fly away, but he squatted. He placed his wand on the ground and his hands

behind his back. He was hoping the staff-bearers would behead him or something right then and there.

All four boys were dragged, hemmed in by the staff-bearers, to Professor Waite’s office. Dr. Bruno was

there. While they were being reprimanded 1) for hostile behavior and 2) for using magic during hostile

behavior, the school nurse-practitioner fretfully examined them. She checked their pulses and blood pressures

and examined their eyes and auras.
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“This is what is called ‘magical warfare,’ boys,” Professor Waite screeched. “It’s ILLEGAL. It won’t be

tolerated on the school grounds.”

They all were suspended for 10 days. By hook or by crook, they would have to make up missed school

work. They were not allowed to be seen together for the remainder of the semester, and community work

would be assigned.

The incident would go down as a first offense (even though it would be the third “first offense” for all

of them on top of a slew of warnings that they had received about their bad behavior.) A second offense

would earn them a criminal record. A third offense would be the impetus to ship them off to The Archangel

Michael Young Men’s Reformatory in the upstate regions of the North Atlantic Sovereignty. There they would

learn the meaning of the word “rehabilitation.” Additional offenses, depending on the severity, would land them

in jail, and, ultimately, if worse came to worse, the Lock Penalty, which consisted of being frozen in paralytic

stupor.

“You hoodlums can clear out now,” Waite announced.

“And I don’t want to hear any bullshit from your fathers—especially you, Solaris and de Lux. ‘Cause

you’ll be out of here for good,” Bruno roared. “Let your big-shot dads get you into the Bythos Academy of

Magical Sciences. If it were up to me, you would’ve been in the reformatory straight out of primary school.

Now, get the hell out of here.”

The antagonists slunk out of the office, turning hateful glances at Leonard, who lingered behind.
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“Professor Waite,” Leonard softly uttered. “I’d like to attend my codes and keys class—Professor La

Maga’s class. Then, I’ll go. Will you let me?”

Professor Waite’s eyebrows pinched together. Leonard could tell that her jaw was clenched as if wholly

dismayed by his request. She glanced at Dr. Bruno, who looked almost as stunned.

“Let him go,” Dr. Bruno said gruffly and flecked the back of his hand toward the boy.

Leonard watched how genuinely agitated they both appeared when a grateful smile burst on his face.

He thanked them before rushing out to class.

He was very late, of course. He trudged to his seat, demoralized, head lowered, eyes defiant but

flickering up to gaze at Professor La Maga. Waiting. He was waiting for her to say something crass about his

delinquency.

She was about to comment, eyes fixed, mouth poised for an utterance, but she suddenly cancelled her

thought and went on with her speechifying.

Someone had asked her about her time in the Mysticus when she was living by a certain famous lake in

Tibet at the base of a Himalayan peak called Kailash. In that terrain, the mountain, like Ararat and Olympus,

was regarded as the physical manifestation of the archetypal world axis, the mount of insight, and abode of

gods.

“There’s a good lake and a bad lake,” Professor La Maga was saying when Leonard came in. “The good

lake is shaped like the sun, and the bad lake is shaped like the moon. People believe that if they take a dip

in the good lake, their sins will be washed away, and they’ll be fit for enlightenment. As for the bad lake, they
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think nasty serpent-like creatures called rakshasas live there. To its shores venture only serious adepts and

sorcerers.”

The students, of course, wanted to know what disciplines Professor La Maga practiced at the bad lake.

She smiled softly and, without speaking about herself, mentioned that adepts could be found in the dead of

night practicing how to overcome fears and realize the nature of reality and illusion.

“In one rite, they would offer their bodies as feasts for the spirits inhabiting places like that.” She approached

the chalkboard and wrote, in fluorescent pink C H Ö D with an umlaut over the “o.” “It means ‘to cut through’

in Tibetan. The o is kind of long, and you don’t sound the d. Be careful, honey-bunnies. Don’t forget the

diacritical mark over here.” She circled the umlaut and put a slash through the d. “Because if you get it

wrong, you might be saying ‘fuck’ in Hindi—and that would be embarrassing.”

“Is it some weird form of necromancy?” asked Kestrel Silvestri. She was someone Leonard would’ve liked

to Sweet Surrender. She was petite, prim, and blond. Her aerial maneuvers where the quickest and most

graceful of all the girls in his grade who knew how to fly.

“No,” Professor La Maga drawled, and the new assistant teacher, a snotty folkie Academy freshman

named Mirelle—who was rumored to really be a low-life Deeple—smirked as if such an idea were utterly stupid.

“Believe me, there’s plenty of necromancy going on in the Mysticus, but what most of these adepts were doing

was quite different. On the one hand, this would be an act of compassion for these spirits. On the other, the

practitioner would experience the illusion of the physical self. He or she also would experience the assailing
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spirits as self-limiting aspects of his or her own consciousness. We have similar practices in our own tradition.

Depending on where you are in your Hermetic studies, you may get into them,” La Maga said.

“Where’s the power in this Mysticus rite?” Kestrel wanted to know.

“Well,” La Maga replied, “when a person gets past the limitations about the idea of ‘self,’ the power is

quite limitless.” She smiled and began to talk about a hypnotic love charm that had something to do with the

Sweet Surrender maneuver, a form of Venus called Morpho, and a Latin American butterfly. It explained why

the room was swarming with the insects—most of them iridescent shades of indigo, blue, or heliotrope.

Between the flittering bugs and what had happened so far that day, Leonard couldn’t focus. “Why can’t

we keep on talking about power instead of bugs,” he exclaimed. Other students and adults in attendance

griped and mocked Leonard’s behavior. “It’s the de Lux kid,” a woman whispered. “Piece of work,” a man

replied.

“What do you want to tell us, Mister Junior?” Professor La Maga countered. Her face turned away in a

grimace. It didn’t faze Leonard. He was used to such responses, especially from teachers.

“I want you to tell us. Finish what you started before,” he said.

The professor stared off into space and brushed a whorl of her hair against her lips. Then she said,

“First of all, what is defined as power has a slightly different meaning, depending on whether we’re talking

about mysticism or magic. Are we talking about mysticism or magic, Leonard?”
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Leonard didn’t know what to say, but it didn’t matter. The professor grasped an ornate staff that had a

rose-shaped concretion of red stones at the knob. Then she went into a rant as she paced the floor in front

of the podium.

“Here we get into the discussion about the difference between personal power and transpersonal power,”

she asserted. “Practical magic—sorcery as we define it in our tradition—is more concerned with the practical

and personal. The idea of ego-transcendence might be somewhat undesirable to a sorcerer’s goals, but I have

met several high sorcerers who have the key to that. All grand masters of illusion. Master materializationists.

Dr. Bruno, for instance. Why do you think they call him The Pillar? The Razor’s Edge is more like it. Don’t be

fooled. The man’s magical activity cuts like a surgeon’s scalpel,” she admonished and wagged her staff at the

students. “So, you guys, you’ve got to think about this.

“Now,” she continued, “magi, on the other hand, are more focused on the mystical, the transpersonal.

They focus on identification with the source of their power and reality, which they believe is something that

transcends the idea of themselves as egos or personalities.”

“The Pleroma,” a girl’s voice blurted. She was referring to a Gnostic term for the divine totality, which

one could say was “God.” The girl quoted a Gnostic slip from St. Paul in Acts 17:28: “In him we live and

move and have our being.”

“Thank you. Who said that? Thetis Mirabilis?” The professor acknowledged the young woman and turned

to Leonard, “Where’s your buddies, Bertrand and Anil? Taking the day off?”

“They’re not my buddies,” Leonard replied.
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Professor La Maga nodded and flexed her eyebrows.

“Okay. In the transcendence of the ego-personality and the identification with an expansive,

transpersonal reality, an adept can derive great power. Why?”

Thetis piped in again: “Because he or she isn’t hindered by the limitations of the personality, which is

formed by certain limiting circumstances and experiences. The personality is nothing more than a program, a

robot. The question is, what is the reality that lies beneath it.”

Thetis was another wild-looking folkie type: a girl who the boys hadn’t yet noticed was filling out nicely

after a gawky puberty. She was lanky and all limbs and feet. Her head was a mop of shimmery nearly cork-

screw ringlets, and she had the tremendous green eyes of a lemur. She was a nerd who wore odd clothes

and jewelry, just like Professor La Maga. It was obvious that she did so on purpose to ape the famous

professor. Leonard’s (ex) buddies called her “Thetis La Magette,” which soon slurred into “Thetis the Maggot.”

“Very excellent, Miss Mirabilis,” La Maga commented and smiled sweetly at the quirky apple-polisher.

The gong, which was the cue that the class had three more minutes to wrap it up, sounded. Chairs

creaked as they swiveled and desk stands squeaked as they were folded away.

Professor La Maga reminded the students, once again, that Mirelle was the person to address if they

wanted to plan an extra credit project and that, if they needed assistance or had any issues, they should

approach Mirelle. If any student wanted to have an audience with the professor, they had to go through

Mirelle . . . (Leonard thought the protocol sucked. No one liked Mirelle. She was nasty and, as mentioned,
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word was that she wasn’t a folkie; she actually was a bloody Commons immigrant—a Deeple—who made it

into the Academy as part of some weird social experiment of Dr. Bruno.)

“Grown-ups, you can just send an email if you want to go over points made in class, but please don’t

email or call insisting that I do something for your kid. Mirelle is the interface for that. It’s part of her

apprenticeship, so be good sports about protocol and magical training and all that. Please.”

This was another bug up Leonard’s butt. Mirelle was Sofia La Maga Magus’ first apprentice. It figured

she’d pick from the dregs fresh out of the Outer Plane Regions. She was a liberal, anarchist social reformer

after all.

Leonard had been fantasizing about being Sofia La Maga’s apprentice. It was an absolute impossibility,

of course. He felt increasingly bitter about it, but who could he blame? He was a fuck-up after all—but so was

the professor, according to his father.

Impossible fantasies about becoming her apprentice gave way to dreams about being her sexual friend.

How weird to have a crush on that woman, but, man, was he filled with a strange fire when he jacked off to

the thought her. Part of the thrill was desiring someone who his father hated.

Now Leonard would have to slither home and wait for his father to notice that he had gotten in trouble

again. The wrath that de Lux junior would incur from de Lux senior would be silent and seething. Leonard was

trying to figure out how the rigmarole would go without admitting that his “crime” was related to a dispute

about participating in a Phaeton maneuver match. That would be a monster. That would be a lot more than
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what his father could endure, even if the moral of the story was that Leonard had come to his senses about

it.

Leonard didn’t go home after the codes and keys class. He did not leave the school premises. Rather,

he skulked around the second floor corridor, keeping clear of hall guards and teachers—especially Professor

Lossius whose classroom was at the far end of the floor.

He was waiting for Professor La Maga to wander by in her usual way, limping along with a burden in

her arms. He was braced for a bold act, considering that he would not be able to see the professor for

another two weeks. Or perhaps he would never see her again, depending on what his father did to him when

he found out what had happened and why. So it was important for Leonard to find the professor and make

an impression on her before departing to be crushed by fate.

At about a quarter past three, moments before the close of school, Leonard caught her. She was

carrying a huge stack of overstuffed hanging file folders and limping along as if hoping that the awkward

toting of heavy, slippery things would at last lead to calamity. Leonard emerged from a hiding spot in an

alcove and sidled beside her.

“Professor La Maga!” he uttered robustly. She turned slightly. The folders flipped out of her grip and

splattered yards across the floor. Both he and she placidly watched this occur. Leonard even slightly nodded

when his gaze met the professor’s.

“You do this on purpose, don’t you, Professor?” Leonard said.
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The professor looked away at the mess and seemed to distantly smile. What folks around her—even

other professors—were too dumb to see, was that she was engaged in a magical act. It was a set up—this

behavior in the halls. It was a deliberate link in a chain of events related to the activation of a magical spell.

That’s what Leonard thought. He had helped her accomplish a magical act. That must’ve been worth

something to her.

He took to helping the professor gather the files. He didn’t know how to get into what he wanted to

say—or even know what he wanted to say exactly so, he just opened his mouth to see what would happen.

“I know I’m supposed to be talking to Mirelle, but I just got suspended and I’ll be out for 10 days but .

. . um . . . maybe I can get my grade point average up if I have an extra credit assignment or maybe you

could . . .”

“You need a tutor big time to get your grade point average up, Mister de Lux,” she said. “Can’t ‘Daddy’

shell out for one? Or maybe you can dip into your drug-money budget?”

Leonard lost his voice. He could only watch the professor fuss with the folders. He was sad that she

was not kind and cordial with him. He found himself becoming angry at his father because of it.

They were squatting and, therefore, close to the pale- and gray-blue checkered tiles of the corridor’s

floor; their backs were rounded and their heads were inclined toward each other. Leonard was hiding his face

from passersby and getting dizzy from the pattern in the fabric of the professor’s garishly striped dress that

was something Bhutanese. A long necklace made of vertebrae carved into skulls dangled from her neck.
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She glared at him and finally gasped, “What are you doing, Leonard?” and hushed in an urgent tone,

“Listen. Your father will get you pushed through the graduate school despite your grades but then what? The

only job you’ll be fit for is as a genocidal tyrant in some God-forsaken Third World Outer Plane country where

you’ll end up being the puppet of some evil Illuminati sorcerer. Then you’ll probably land yourself in a war

crimes court and go down in history as a maniac who did crappy things because he had syphilitic dementia

or drug psychosis, fetal alcohol syndrome or something. Is that what you want for yourself?”

“You’re the only one who can help me, Professor La Maga,” Leonard blurted. “Even though they say

you’re a folkie and all, you’re the only person who kind of acts like she gives a shit—I mean cares, even

though today wasn’t so great,” he stuttered. “I know everything is messed up. I know everyone thinks I’m a

waste. I’m as good as dead and a menace, but I know a lot of stuff, and no one knows, and no one cares.

But I think you care, Professor La Maga—or could. Just please care and help me,” he pleaded.

“I have to go home and tell my father I’m suspended now,” he continued. “My friends are shitheads,

and they’ll all be out zapping me now. I don’t want to end up in the Outer Plane doing shit for Hipparchus

Gorgon. I want to be a key-holder. I know I can do it. If . . . if I could . . .”

The professor bowed her head. She appeared to be very moved—even weepy—because of Leonard’s

plaintive outburst. She grasped his hand and tenderly placed it against her forehead. She mournfully nodded

and let out an abashed laugh when she smiled. They stared at each other for what seemed like a long time.

The professor smiled sweetly and uttered reassuring words before asking Leonard whether he would be

interested in receiving a Pyr Sacra empowerment.
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Leonard’s jaw dropped and his heart popped.

“DO NOT tell anyone,” she said pointedly, “especially NOT your father.” “It’ll be the end of me, and you

know that.”

Leonard nodded sincerely.

“And then you can bet they’ll cart you away to be ‘rehabilitated’ into a mule for some devil, like

Hipparchus Gorgon. It’ll be all over for both of us,” the maga hushed and turned edgy. “So think about what

is happening right here right now—and don’t cross me. Because, honey-bunny, I can blow everything sky-high.”

“You’ll never regret giving me refuge, La Maga Magus. I swear it. I’ll be your son before I’ll be my

father’s,” Leonard avowed with a fervor that startled and elated him.

An astonished look came over the professor. Her face flushed and her eyes spilled tears. She lowered

her head to hide in her mop of hair.

“I mean it. Really,” Leonard implored. “Are you alright?”

The professor made a small, breathless laugh and muttered “thank you” a few times. She went back to

scraping the spilled documents into folders and the folders from the floor. Leonard followed suit and stood up

with half the folders in his arms. “Where do they go?” he asked.

The professor looked around. “I don’t know,” she sniffled. “Just dump them on that cart over there.” She

nudged her chin toward a two-tiered cart stationed outside Professor Lossius’ classroom at the end of the hall

near a wide staircase where a huge frosted lead-glass window let in light.
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“Oh no, better not,” the professor countered. She was apparently aware of what had transpired behind

the Sigils Archive two hours earlier. “Give ‘em to me. I’ll do it.”

She took the monstrous stack of folders back, now balancing them with ease. “Can you get out of here

without being seen or should I go with you?” she asked. “Your friends aren’t out there waiting to zap you?”

Leonard shrugged. “They’re probably still playing the Phaeton maneuver.” He had no qualms about

admitting as much.

The professor huffed out another laugh. She made her watery eyes look mean for a second and shook

her head. “Well, you better get out of here before you end up getting into trouble for being in school. And no

more Phaeton maneuver stuff now. Stay alive for a little while.”

Leonard agreed with a nod.

“I won’t let anything bad happen,” she said.

Leonard didn’t know what that meant exactly, but he believed her. He was awash in relief. “Professor,”

he said as he started away. “You were serious about the empowerment, right?”

“Do you not want it?”

“Of course I want it,” he exclaimed. “But when?”

“Oh, you’ll know,” she said and bid him to get going.


